Section 9, Township 1 North Range 9 West, Tillamook County, Oregon.

East on Section line 8/17 T. 1 N R 9 W.

Station 0/00
Section corner 7, 8, 17 and 18. Found 4 original witness trees for section corner. Set iron pipe 1" x 30" as monument for section corner.

12/36.7 Set post for 1/16 section corner and referenced by scribing the following trees:

24" Hemlock $ 88^\circ$ W 13.5 ft. Scribed S 17 B.T.
22" " S 41^\circ$ W 31.0 " S 17 B.T.

Miller, Jordan, Wilford
March, 1959

15/47.0 Set iron pipe for property corner. Referenced as follows:

22" hemlock $ 35^\circ$ W 16.8 ft. Prop. cor.
8" " N 59^\circ$ E 21.1 " Prop. cor.

Stewart, Bowden, Jordan, Wilford
March, 1960

24/73.9 The 1/4 corner common to sections 8/17 T. 1 N R 9 W.
Set an iron pipe 1" x 30" for corner monument. Found 2 original witness trees. Referenced by scribing the following trees.

12" hemlock N 18^\circ$ W 12.5 ft. Scribed 1/4 S 8 B.T.

Miller, Jordan, Olson, Wilford
March, 1958.

Thence continuing East on line between Sections 8 and 17.

48/21.7 The corner common to sections 8, 9, 17 and 16.
Found 2 original witness trees. Set an iron pipe 1" x 30" as monument for corner and referenced as follows:

12" fir N 22^\circ$ W 7.4 ft. Scribed S 8 B.T.
10" fir N 52^\circ$ E 22.2 " S 9 B.T.
10" fir S 51^\circ$ W 33.0 " S 17 B.T.
7" hemlock S 3.9 " S 16 B.T.

Jordan, Stewart, Bowden, Wilford
March, 1960.

LONGVIEW FIBRE COMPANY
By Olin R. Miller, Forest Engineer
February 27, 1961
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